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Response to Reviews

1.) Please provide the email address of all authors in the Title page.

Done. Thanks

2.) Line Numbering

Manuscript revised to include line number.

3.) Please change Introduction to Background.

Done. Thanks

4.) Please update your ethics statement to include the name of the ethics committee that approved your study.

Yes. We have updated the statement in page 7 line 7-9.

5.) Please provide a List of abbreviations used (if any).

Done. Thanks

6.) Please format your Competing Interest section. This should be placed after the Conclusions/Abbreviations. If there are none to declare, please include the statement “The authors declare that they have no competing interests.”

Done. Thanks

7.) Please format your Authors’ Contribution section. We suggest the following format (please use initials to refer to each author’s contribution): AB carried out the molecular genetic studies, participated in the sequence alignment and drafted the manuscript. JY carried out the immunoassays. MT participated in the sequence alignment. ES participated in the design of the study and performed the statistical analysis. FG conceived of the study, and participated in its design and coordination and helped to draft the manuscript. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.
Following your suggestions, we have revised Authors’ Contribution section.

8.) Please place the funding information in the Acknowledgements.

Done. Thanks